Directions to IGSP parking space.
1. Travel to “Erwin Drive and Research Drive, Durham NC” (google maps knows this intersection)
2. From Erwin, turn south onto Research Dr.
3. Continue along Research Dr., through the little traffic circle. Keep going. You’ll pass through a 3-min traffic light (due to construction).
4. Turn RIGHT on Telecom Drive. After turning onto Telcom, you'll see a line of parking spots to your left (purple rectangle in map).

continued on next page...
5. After turning onto Telecom Dr., look for the space labeled “RSVD-0076,” and “Institute for Genome Sciences and Policy.” Be sure to park in that space. (If you park in other spaces, you might be towed!). Put the white parking pass on your rear-view mirror, with the hand-written info facing out.

Just behind your car, you’ll see the main entrance to the IGSP in the Fitzpatrick (aka, CIEMAS) building (green square below). The lab is rm 2339 of CIEMAS. However, if you’re unfamiliar with the building, this is a good time to call Jen’s office (919/681-0331) or the lab (919/681-2051).